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Introduction
The BNB PLUS data layer (0.5.10 + commit.5a6ea5b1) is a blind host for multi-party
encrypted data streams. BNBP is made up of three (3) main elements including,
DATA, HASH, and AUTHORIZATION. These items can include RETRIEVE, INITIALIZE,
or LEARN operations with each LEARN operation activating a summary that is
chained in a distributed ledger. Each operation requires a corresponding
SIGNATURE.

Gateway Interfaces
BNB PLUS has developed an infrastructure that closely mimics data transferred as a
Bep20 network. Streams are encrypted on the client side and sent to BNBP through
Bep20 gateway interfaces. These gateway interfaces are based on standard Bep20
libraries and can even operate on BINANCE DEX, Bep2 network, Bep20 network,
Erc20 and others like Trc20 capable of accepting transaction requests, supporting a
scripting language like Javascript or Json or capable of making requests through a
common gateway interface.

Current Bep20 provided endpoints are listed in table 1.

Hub 26 Hunsworth Lane, Cleckheaton, Inglaterra, BD19 4LN

https://bnbplus.org
https://www.binance.org
https://www.binance.org/en/smartChain
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Terms Used
The BNBP network requires a SIGNATURE. A SIGNATURE is an array consisting of two
elements. The first element is a KEY address and timestamp array encrypted with the
private key from which the public key associated with KEY is derived.
The second element must be null for KEY :: register operations, every operation on the
Bep20 network other than KEY :: register requires a one-time symmetric key. This is the
second element of the Bep20 array and is encrypted first with the private key of the
source KEY and then with the unique BNBP public key assigned to the source KEY.
In addition to SIGNATURE, there are currently three (3) primary elements that make up the
Bep20 network. These are Java, J-son, and Experimental.
An identifying address, or KEY address, is the generic summary of the public key of a key
pair generated by the client-side user. This key pair is generated by entering a contract
address, name, symbol and decimal places, for example. Contract address:

KEY

0xc106b77e7be0889348a92d5fd86d7cf160f7f589, name: Binanceplus
Symbol: BNBP Decimals: 8
{KEY} .kdl hosts a payment address, a unique BNBP KEY public key.
Each KEY can create an unlimited number of transactions.
An address is the generic summary returned by KEY plus an iterative nonce, for example.
ID:0xc106b77e7be0889348a92d5fd86d7cf160f7f589,

STREAM

Bep20 is the main transaction network. Applications designed for use over BNBP are designed with
add-only binary streams as their primary persistent storage medium.
An OK address is the generic hash summary of an address and a KEY address. Each transaction has
at least one AUTHORIZATION; Your source bnbp includes a symmetric key encrypted with the public
key of your intended destination KEY.

AUTHORIZATION
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Technical Overview
BNBP acts as an untrusted token between registered Bep20 addresses. BNBP is a
permissionless data layer where method and class action rules are set by the source KEY
for a given SEQUENCE for a given destination KEY that BNBP must adhere to.

A BNBP is a data file that contains encrypted data lines. Access to content to be provided by an
AUTHORIZATION file that contains a symmetric key generated and encrypted by its KEY of origin.
THE AUTHORIZATION has two different purposes. One to allow access to BNB PLUS (BNBP) data
layer operations to a specified address, and second, to target KEY-encrypted distribution of a
symmetric key to encrypt and decrypt the corresponding attached lines.
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Data Layer Operations
An operational data layer (or ODL) is an architectural pattern that centrally integrates and
organizes business data in silos, making it available to consuming applications. ... An
operational data layer is an intermediary between existing data sources and the
consumers who need to access that data.

All data attached to a network must be encrypted with the associated symmetric key. It is important
to note that BNBP does not enforce its encryption. BNBP is blind to the notion of STR encryption.
BINANCE PLUS content may very well be unencrypted, encrypted with a key that has never been
encrypted and transmitted via BNBP, or simply junk data.
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Composing a Request
Every request must be accompanied by a KEY address and SIGNATURE array. An
example request is illustrated below.

Where address is the KEY address, signature is the SIGNATURE array described above, and request
is a JSON formatted CLASS::method request encrypted by a one-time symmetric key and
initialization vector.
A response from the BNBP platform will be a JSON-formatted object composed of the request
address, the time-stamped BNBP, the request address, and where necessary the unique symmetric
key and initialization vector, and the encrypted response. .
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Classes and Methods

BNBP is made up of four (4) classes that contain eight (8) methods. Authorization and
Index. Bep20 due to technical constraints and the minimization of attached vectors, all

KEY

requests will return an address, an expected sequence, or silently return false.
::register@description Public key permissionless registration with base58 encoding of your generic
hash serving as address
@params object (string); currency type as the key.
@ returns an array of payment address (string), KEY (string), unique BNBP public key (string).
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